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Abstract

In this paper, we address the challenge of dis-
covering financial signals in narrative finan-
cial reports. As these documents are often
lengthy and tend to blend routine informa-
tion with new information, it is challenging
for professionals to discern critical financial
signals. To this end, we leverage the inher-
ent nature of the year-to-year structure of re-
ports to define a novel signal-highlighting task;
more importantly, we propose a compare-and-
contrast multistage pipeline that recognizes dif-
ferent relationships between the reports and lo-
cates relevant rationales for these relationships.
We also create and publicly release a human-
annotated dataset for our task. Our experiments
on the dataset validate the effectiveness of our
pipeline, and we provide detailed analyses and
ablation studies to support our findings.

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of information, many tasks
in the field of natural language processing (NLP)
involve streamlining information comprehension.
One such task is summarization, which selects a
subset of sentences or generates new content that
best represents the given document (Hermann et al.,
2015; See et al., 2017; Cohan et al., 2018). This
task helps humans save time and effort by iden-
tifying important information in a text. In the fi-
nance context, comprehending regulatory narrative
reports is a classic example of efficiently mining
signals from a large amount of text. As these re-
ports often contain rich information concerning spe-
cific financial entities, discovering valuable insights
is crucial for academia and the finance industry.

Much research has shown that textual features
from financial reports contain valuable financial sig-
nals about future firm performance and market reac-
tions (e.g., Badertscher et al., 2018; Ertugrul et al.,
2017; You and Zhang, 2009). However, authorities
such as the Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC) require that companies provide comprehen-
sive and detailed information about their current
status in these reports, which often contain much
unimportant and already-known information. For
example, the token overlap ratio between annual
10-K reports of the same company between adja-
cent years is often high,1 making it a challenging
and tedious task to acquire important signals in new
reports (termed as the overlapping characteristic
hereafter).

Recent advances in NLP technology have in-
cluded attempts to efficiently and effectively com-
prehend lengthy financial documents. One ap-
proach to address this problem is through summa-
rization (e.g., Zmandar et al., 2021b; Orzhenovskii,
2021; Gokhan et al., 2021). Other approaches addi-
tionally leverage numerical metrics, such as stock
return volatility and abnormal trading volumes, to
locate essential financial signals in reports (e.g.,
Kogan et al., 2009; Tsai and Wang, 2017; Rekab-
saz et al., 2017; Agrawal et al., 2021; Lin et al.,
2021). However, these approaches often require
high-quality human annotation or suitable financial
measures, which poses significant limitations in
practical scenarios.

In this study, we approach financial report com-
prehension from a novel perspective by leveraging
the intrinsic year-to-year characteristic of reports
(i.e., the overlapping characteristics). Specifically,
for a particular company, we use the document pub-
lished in the previous year as an information anchor
(i.e., the reference) to construct a year-to-year struc-
ture and locate important financial signals in the re-
port of the subsequent year (i.e., the target). This in-
herent structure enables us to mine financial signals
in a compare-and-contrast self-supervised manner,
compared to existing supervised approaches.

Based on the year-to-year structure, we propose

1The overlap ratio calculated from Item 7 of the reports of
the 3,849 companies from 2011 to 2018 (see FINAL dataset
in Section 4) is around 0.826 on average.
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a compare-and-contrast multistage pipeline to ef-
fectively locate financial signals in reports. We first
identify a few types of relationships between ref-
erence and target financial reports at the segment
level. Then, using these recognized relationships,
we present a novel financial signal-highlighting
task together with a domain-adaptive highlighting
model. The goal of this task is to identify the
rationales, represented by the importance of cer-
tain words, for a specific pair of year-to-year seg-
ments. Therefore, the words with high importance
are deemed to be crucial financial signals in these
reports. For experiments, we present a synthetic
dataset consisting of 30,400 reference-to-target seg-
ment pairs for financial signal highlighting.2 Ex-
perimental results validate the effectiveness of the
proposed pipeline; detailed analyses and ablation
studies are also provided.

2 Problem Definition

The year-to-year nature of financial reports allows
us to take advantage of the differences between a
company’s documents in consecutive years. These
differences may reveal complex but insightful re-
lationships within a pair of documents. To better
understand these relationships, we investigate them
through rationales (represented by the word impor-
tance), which are considered essential signals in
financial reports.

2.1 Reference-to-target Structure

Formally, for each company, Dℓ is a set containing
all segments in its financial report at year ℓ, where
each element d ∈ Dℓ refers to a single segment.
While we regard a focal company’s financial report
at year ℓ, Dℓ, as the target document, we view
the same company’s report at year ℓ− 1, Dℓ−1, as
the reference document. Given the annual nature
(i.e., the reference-to-target structure) of financial
reports, we further break down the document-to-
document relationship between Dℓ and Dℓ−1 into
enumerated segment-to-segment relationships. We
denote the set of enumerated segment pairs as T̄ .3

However, as T̄ includes all pairs of segments
enumerated from Dℓ, and Dℓ−1 (i.e., |Dℓ||Dℓ−1|
pairs), intuitively, most segment pairs in T̄ have
no interesting relationship. Hence, we reduce the

2The dataset and codes are available at https://
github.com/cnclabs/codes.fin.highlight.

3Note that each (Dℓ,Dℓ−1) pair corresponds to a set of
segment pairs T̄ ; to simplify the notation, we do not use the
subscript for T̄ to characterize the different sets.

(a) Segment pairs in T β

2017
(ref.)

Our most critical accounting policies relate to rev-
enue recognition, inventory, pension and other post-
retirement benefit costs, goodwill, ...

2018
(target)

Our most critical accounting policies relate to rev-
enue recognition, inventory, pension and other post-
retirement benefit costs, goodwill, ...

(b) Segment pairs in T α

2017
(ref.)

Net sales in the Americas increased 5%, or $201.8
million, to $4,302.9 million.

2018
(target)

Net sales in the Americas decreased 1%, or $58.5
million, to $4,513.8 million.

Table 1: Segment pair classification

set T̄ to T by removing irrelevant segment pairs
based on their syntactical similarities. Specifi-
cally, for each target segment t ∈ Dℓ, we cal-
culate the ROUGE-2 (Lin, 2004) scores between
the target segment t and all reference segments
r ∈ Dℓ−1 and sort the reference segments ac-
cording to their scores in descending order as
S̄(t) =

(
r1, r2, . . . , r|Dℓ−1|

)
.4 With S̄(t), we then

discard reference segments that fall behind the
largest ROUGE-2 difference out of all possible
ROUGE-2 differences, resulting in a truncated set
S(t).5 Note that the difference is calculated be-
tween the two consecutive ROUGE-2 scores in
S̄(t). Finally, with S(t), the reduced segment pair
set is T = {(r, t)|(r, t) ∈ T̄ ∧ r ∈ S(t)}.

To locate meaningful financial signals revealed
by segment pair differences, we further classify
each pair (r, t) ∈ T into the following two sets:

1. T β contains reference-to-target segment pairs
with largely similar meanings (see Table 1(a)).
Generally, there is no additionally notewor-
thy content in target segment t compared to
reference segment r.

2. T α = T \ T β contains segment pairs with
dissimilar meanings (see Table 1(b)). Pairs in
T α are further classified into two types based
on their syntactic and semantic similarity, as
discussed in Section 3.2.

Note that all the aforementioned terminologies and
notations can also be found in Figure 1; they will
be used throughout the following sections of this
paper.

4The round parentheses represent the ordered set.
5Empirically, there are often one to five remaining refer-

ence segments in the truncated set for a target segment t.
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Remove irrelevant segment pairs

The COVID-19 pandemic has had, and continues to have, a significant impact around the world …

During 2021, aspects of the Company’s business continued to be affected by the COVID-19 pandemic …

The extent of the continuing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Company’s operational and financial…

t1
t2
t3

…
The extent of the continuing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Company’s operational and financial…t|D`|

…
<latexit sha1_base64="ge+y8xWrt7zuFMG6+mCsmh6ElIY=">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</latexit>r|D`�1|

r1
r2
r3

… …{ }t1
t2

<latexit sha1_base64="urhmuG2AqO1dGiOclpWzcqJYEkk=">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</latexit>

t|D`|r|D`�1|

<latexit sha1_base64="Tl10Auj1TOYeWn7u88rX//77i50=">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</latexit>r1
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S1 : Relation Recognition

<latexit sha1_base64="qb4ljOcBAuc+8TFNwjuM2G8Hs/o=">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</latexit>

S2+ : In-domain Fine-tuning
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<latexit sha1_base64="zYpWcRDdeIE1HCEqFnbrhTM3MtI=">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</latexit>

|D`|

… …{ }t1
t2

<latexit sha1_base64="urhmuG2AqO1dGiOclpWzcqJYEkk=">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</latexit>

t|D`|r|D`�1|

<latexit sha1_base64="Tl10Auj1TOYeWn7u88rX//77i50=">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</latexit>r1
<latexit sha1_base64="cmcdqx5JRisy13WkV2GgCKBUTAU=">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</latexit>r2<latexit sha1_base64="w1KDlPjI0RyUTPiyKwO/WCvIPH8=">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</latexit>

|D`�1|
<latexit sha1_base64="zYpWcRDdeIE1HCEqFnbrhTM3MtI=">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</latexit>

|D`|

<latexit sha1_base64="TR3ezJFSl86PmQtahhguUYdgP+o=">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</latexit>

T̄

…

<latexit sha1_base64="mOZrAIPYROVR42RDBcMKojab9pY=">AAACKXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNbj14Gg+Ap2ZWg4inoxaOCeUCyyOykkwyZmV1neoWw7Hd41bNf4029+iNOHoKvgoaiqpsuKkqksOj7b97c/MLi0nJhpbi6tr6xubW907BxajjUeSxj04qYBSk01FGghFZigKlIQjMaXoz95j0YK2J9g6MEQsX6WvQEZ+iksKMYDjiTWXaT57dbJb/sT0D/kmBGSmSGq9ttb6nTjXmqQCOXzNp24CcYZsyg4BLyYie1kDA+ZH1oO6qZAhtmk9Q5PXBKl/Zi40YjnajfLzKmrB2pyG2OU9rf3lj8z2un2DsNM6GTFEHz6aNeKinGdFwB7QoDHOXIEcaNcFkpHzDDOLqifnwBnSqBoPIDOkBMzioVjkyXY9OvJMN+5csuuuaC3z39JY2jcnBcrl5XS7XzWYcFskf2ySEJyAmpkUtyReqEkzvyQB7Jk/fsvXiv3vt0dc6b3eySH/A+PgFtBaZW</latexit>

T

…

<latexit sha1_base64="uNWMZw4RzaOeE4da8zqHw6X+TAA=">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</latexit>

T �
<latexit sha1_base64="JfOZJLtwBp1U++/LnIMFlW+MCPo=">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</latexit>

T ↵
1

…

<latexit sha1_base64="6hrYz5h5HaeFrvA7FqYlCnA7twE=">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</latexit>

T ↵
2

Relation recognition

<latexit sha1_base64="953L9exEGAugt2NU6w6s1mIz/8s=">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</latexit>e-SNLIc

<latexit sha1_base64="BswImGktYOcMtzEKWNKuidMYpbU=">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</latexit>

LCE

<latexit sha1_base64="SD5xg0rD7vXLZvFhrXQFypouP2Y=">AAADanicjVHbbtQwEJ1suJSUy1KeUF9GLEg8RQlaAYKXogqJBx4WtdtW2qwqJ/FuzSZxZDuUVZTP4ZsQfwASH8HYzSKgQuAoycyZc449nrQuhDZR9MUb+FeuXru+dSPYvnnr9p3h3Z0jLRuV8WkmC6lOUqZ5ISo+NcIU/KRWnJVpwY/T1b6tH3/gSgtZHZp1zeclW1ZiITJmCDodfkoM/2iMaWf7bw/mncvaV5jKNQqN75uyFtUSZYV6xQxPJVM5igrNGcdS5HnBUS6QoeI5pkrkSx52SRL8ND14PdmYHpLE2jojjbk8v7DpEnSEdNEmrp+WzLpWi5yfs2LVhV0QnA5HURi5hZeDuA9G0K+JHH6GBHKQkEEDJXCowFBcAANNzwxiiKAmbA4tYYoi4eocOghI2xCLE4MRuqLvkrJZj1aUW0/t1BntUtCrSInwiDSSeIpiuxu6euOcLfo379Z52rOt6Z/2XiWhBs4I/Zduw/xfne3FwAKeux4E9VQ7xHaX9S6NuxV7cvylK0MONWE2zqmuKM6ccnPP6DTa9W7vlrn6V8e0qM2zntvAN3tKGnD85zgvB0dPwvhpOH43Hu2N+1FvwS48gMc0z2ewB29gAlPIvG0v9l54Lwff/R3/vr97QR14veYe/Lb8hz8A90zLag==</latexit>

[CLS]A boy is jumping on skateboard in the middle of a red bridge.
[SEP]The boy skates down the sidewalk.

<latexit sha1_base64="BoUR+GCVaZK0Sh6IGH9Je7OA8vA=">AAADsHicrVFLb9NAEB7XPEp4BThyWZEicYgsO7ih3CpVIA4cUpW0keIo8mOcuLW91u66tLIswa9E/AMQf4LZrYuACsGBtWx/8818MzszUZVnUrnuZ2vDvnb9xs3NW73bd+7eu99/8PBQ8lrEOI15zsUsCiXmWYlTlakcZ5XAsIhyPIpO9rT/6BSFzHj5Tp1XuCjCVZmlWRwqopb9b4HCM6VUM997e7BojdU4jqPWgterNcvKU5SqwFJJwkytkb2uy0QOWYQpF8hSRMnCMmF4VmEp0YSNXG+b8ZQFWzu+N3zpjp02CHo/Sh28mvzPUmNd6iJflDaBGUojMGmbYMsbbnv+cDx63jrtsj9wHdccdhV4HRhAdya8/wkCSIBDDDUUgFCCIpxDCJKeOXjgQkXcAhriBKHM+BFa6JG2piikiJDYE/quyJp3bEm2zimNOqYqOb2ClAyekoZTnCCsqzHjr01mzf4pd2Ny6rud0z/qchXEKlgT+zfdZeS/6nQvClLYMT1k1FNlGN1d3GWpzVT0zdlPXSnKUBGncUJ+QTg2yss5M6ORpnc929D4v5hIzWo77mJr+KpvSQv2fl/nVXA4cryx4+/7g12/W/UmPIYn8Iz2+QJ24Q1MYAqxtW+9tz5YH+2RPbOXdngRumF1mkfwy7GPvwPim+IG</latexit>

[CLS]...through investments in the Funds, before fees and expenses in 2015 of $841,906.
[SEP]...through investments in the Funds, before fees and expenses in 2016 of $1,514,623.

<latexit sha1_base64="8dYceH7VKE+ZZI7OjmqTys9Agnw=">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</latexit>

Pf (t|r)

<latexit sha1_base64="8RPRqsdajN3vkf2MD5Dfo0PcHhQ=">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</latexit>

LKL

<latexit sha1_base64="9dlXL3Jm2RMt/LeKNcVMI03imc8=">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</latexit>
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S2 : Out-of-domain Fine-tuning

Figure 1: Proposed rationale discovery pipeline

2.2 Highlighting Task

We consider pairs in T α as the pairs of interest and
provide rationales of underlying pairwise relation-
ships by predicting the word importance for each
segment pair (r, t) ∈ T α as

R =∆ Pf (t|r), (1)

where R indicates the word importance of a target
segment t conditioned on reference segment r, and
the highlighting model is denoted as f (detailed in
Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

3 Proposed Pipeline

Here we describe the proposed multistage pipeline
for discovering the rationale behind the reference-
to-target structure in financial reports, as illustrated
in Figure 1.

3.1 S0: Document Segmentation

Financial reports are multimodal, often covering
multiple aspects and topics; each aspect or topic
usually uses one to three consecutive sentences to
convey its meaning. Therefore, instead of consid-
ering sentences as the basic unit of text, we here
regard uni-modal segments as the smallest unit for
financial documents. We first use spaCy API for
sentence segmentation.6 Then, we utilize the fine-
tuned cross-segment BERT (Lukasik et al., 2020)
to obtain coherent uni-modal segments. Note that
some studies show that breaking a document into
uni-modal segments benefits downstream applica-
tions (Shtekh et al., 2018; Qiu et al., 2022; Chivers
et al., 2022).

6https://spacy.io/api/sentencizer

3.2 S1: Relation Recognition
In this stage, a systematic procedure manages re-
lation types T β and T α with semantic and syn-
tactic similarity. Specifically, we use two func-
tions, ROUGE-2 and Sentence-BERT (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2019) cosine similarity,7 to assess
the syntactic and semantic similarity between each
reference-to-target pair (r, t) ∈ T .8 The scores for
the syntactic and semantic similarity are denoted
as ϕsyn(r, t) and ϕsem(r, t), respectively.9 We em-
pirically design a rule-based procedure and classify
each segment pair into three types.

1. Insignificant relations (T β) correspond to un-
informative segment pairs with highly similar
syntactic and semantic meanings between tar-
get and reference segment (i.e., ϕsyn > ϵsyn
and ϕsem > ϵsem).

2. Revised relations (T α
1 ) correspond to segment

pairs that differ in some words only but dis-
close quite different meanings, resulting in a
high ϕsyn(r, t) but a relatively low ϕsem(r, t)
(i.e., ϕsyn > ϵsyn and ϕsem < ϵsem).

3. Mismatched relations (T α
2 ) correspond to seg-

ment pair meanings that are to some ex-
tent mutually exclusive, resulting in a low
ϕsyn(r, t) (i.e., ϕsyn < ϵsyn).

The procedure and the setting of the two thresholds
(ϵsem and ϵsyn) are also summarized in Figure 4 in
Appendix C.

7We derive segment embeddings using average pooling.
8Note that before the following procedure, we first reduce

the set T̄ to T by removing irrelevant segment pairs (see
Section 2.1).

9Note that the scoring functions are not limited to these
two but can be replaced with other suitable functions.
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3.3 S2: Out-of-domain Fine-tuning
Here we pinpoint financial signals for segment
pairs in T α = T α

1 ∪ T α
2 . Specifically, for each

segment pair (r, t) ∈ T α, we discover rationales
through predicted word importance in target seg-
ment t, where the rationales are inferred condi-
tioned on reference segment r (see Eq. (1)).

Binary token classification To accomplish this,
we cast the word importance prediction as super-
vised binary token classification. First, we leverage
the pre-trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) model
to construct contextualized reference-to-target pair
representations, where each pair of interest consti-
tutes an input with special tokens as

h(r,t) = BERT([CLS]r[SEP]t),

where h(r,t) ∈ Rn×d is the contextualized token
representation of the pair, d is the dimension of
each token representation, and n is the number of
tokens in segment pair (r, t). Second, on top of the
token representation h(r,t), we add a highlighting
model f(·) (an MLP layer) with softmax function.
The resultant conditional word importance P j

f (t|r)
for the j-th word in target segment t is

P j
f (t|r) =

exp
((

f
(
hj
(r,t)

)
[1]

)
/τ

)

∑2
i=1 exp

((
f
(
hj
(r,t)

)
[i]
)
/τ

) ,

(2)
where hj

(r,t) denotes the token representation of
the j-th word in target segment t (i.e., the j-th
row vector of h(r,t)), f(·) : Rd → R

2, and τ
is a hyperparameter that controls the probability
distribution.

Signal highlighting warm-up As we view sig-
nal highlighting as binary token classification, we
first fine-tune the model f(·) on e-SNLI (Cam-
buru et al., 2018), an external human-annotated
dataset, to obtain a zero-shot model. Note that
e-SNLI was compiled for explanation generation
with human-annotated rationales to distinguish rela-
tions of aligned sentence pairs (r′, t′) (i.e., premise
and hypothesis) in natural language inference. We
then treat the annotated words as the ground truth
for the premise-to-hypothesis relation,10 which is
similar to our reference-to-target structure. For-
mally, we adopt the binary cross-entropy objec-
tive for each token in hypothesis t′ to fine-tune the

10Here, we specifically select contradiction pairs in e-SNLI
as this relationship is closer to our goal than the other two.

BERT token representations and the highlighting
model f(·) as

LCE =
∑

j

−
(
Y j
t′ logP

j
f

(
t′|r′

))

+
(
1− Y j

t′

)
log

(
1− P j

f (t
′|r′)

)
,

where Yt′ is a vector in which each element Y j
t′

indicates the binary label of word importance for
the j-th word in hypothesis t′. For instance, Y j

t′ =
1 implies the j-th word in t′ is annotated as an
important word conditioned on the given premise
sentence r′. We thus construct the out-of-domain
zero-shot highlighting model by fine-tuning on e-
SNLI, which is regarded as a baseline to proceed
with the following financial domain adaptation (see
Figure 1).

3.4 S2+: In-domain Fine-tuning
Generally, for applications, particularly in niche do-
mains like finance, models with a zero-shot setting
may not be effective enough. Also, several studies
show that language models exhibit poor perfor-
mance under domain shift scenarios (Ben-David
et al., 2006; Han and Eisenstein, 2019; Gururangan
et al., 2020; Li et al., 2022). We account for this
by equipping the proposed pipeline with an extra
in-domain fine-tuning stage to enable our highlight-
ing model to adapt properly to the financial do-
main. Specifically, we construct a domain-adaptive
financial signal highlighting model f+(·) with the
following learning strategies: (1) pseudo-labeling
with revised segment pairs in T α

1 , and (2) further
fine-tuning with soft labels.

Pseudo-labeling with revised segment pairs
We introduce a simple yet effective pseudo-labeling
approach that uses revised segment pairs (i.e., T α

1 )
collected from stage S1 (see Section 3.2). Recall
that these segment pairs differ in some words only
but have quite different meanings. Given such a
property, we establish a heuristic labeling approach
for pseudo-labels of financial signals. Intuitively,
we treat all revised words in target segment t as
important words and mark them as positive, and
randomly sample other words as negative ones.11

Further fine-tuning with soft labels To com-
pensate for deficiencies in such assertive binary
pseudo-labels, we use soft labeling to make the

11We set the number of negative labels to three times that
of the positive ones.
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token representations more generalized. Initially,
as illustrated in Figure 1, we leverage the zero-
shot highlighting model f(·) learned at stage S2

to calculate the approximate word importance of
the revised segment pairs, the results of which are
regarded as soft labels compared to the assertive
pseudo-binary labels. We then construct the soft-
labeling objective LSL as

LSL = γLCE + (1− γ)LKL, (3)

where

LKL =
∑

j

−KL
(
P j
f (t|r)

∥∥∥P j
f+(t|r)

)
(4)

and γ is a hyperparameter that controls the im-
pact of soft labeling. In Eqs. (3) and (4), KL(·)
denotes Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence, and
Pf (t|r) and Pf+(t|r) indicate the estimated prob-
ability distributions predicted by f(·) and f+(·),
respectively. Finally, we fine-tune the highlighting
model f+(·) with the pseudo-labels annotated on
segments in T α

1 by optimizing LSL in Eq. (3). Note
that we not only utilize probabilities Pf (t|r) as our
training targets (i.e., soft labels) for LKL but we
also adopt the warm-start token representations and
highlighting layer f(·) as the initial checkpoint for
fine-tuning f+(·). In addition, we discover that hy-
perparameters τ and γ affect the performance sig-
nificantly. We discuss the hyperparameter search
in Appendix B.

4 The FINAL Dataset

We constructed FINAL (FINancial-ALpha), a fi-
nancial signal highlighting dataset, consisting of
30,400 reference-to-target segment pairs in ∈ T α.

4.1 Financial 10-K Corpus Preprocessing
We used Form 10-K filings collected from the Soft-
ware Repository for Accounting and Finance,12

where a Form 10-K is an annual report required
by the U.S. SEC. Specifically, we used 10-K fil-
ings from 2011 to 2018, which comprise 63,336
filings from 12,960 public companies. To make
the best use of the year-to-year information, we
discarded companies for which the reports in some
years were missing during the period; 3,849 com-
panies (3,849×8=30,792 reports total) remained
after this filtering. We then randomly sampled 200
companies from the 3,849 companies with their

12https://sraf.nd.edu/sec-edgar-data/

(a) FINAL dataset
#Pairs Avg. |t| Avg. |r| Avg. #w+ Avg. #w−

Train (T α
1 ) 30,000 31.3 33.2 3.7 60.8

Eval (T α
1 ) 200 33.2 31.3 5.5 25.9

Eval (T α
2 ) 200 29.6 29.0 11.0 18.0

(b) e-SNLIc dataset
#Pairs Avg. |t| Avg. |r| Avg. #w+ Avg. #w−

Train 183,160 8.2 14.1 2.0 6.2
Test 3237 8.1 15.3 2.1 6.0

Table 2: Dataset statistics

annual reports to construct the dataset. In addition,
while every 10-K annual report contains 15 sched-
ules (e.g., Items 1, 1A, 1B, 2, 3, . . . , 7, 7A, . . . ,
15), 13 we extracted only Item 7 (Management’s
Discussion and Analysis of Financial Conditions
and Results of Operations (“MD&A”)) to form the
FINAL dataset.14 Finally, we aligned each docu-
ment Dℓ with its corresponding last-year document
Dℓ−1, resulting in 1,400 reference-to-target docu-
ment pairs (i.e., 200 companies × 7 year-to-year
pairs).

4.2 Year-to-year Segment Pair Generation

After preprocessing, we followed the proposed mul-
tistage pipeline by first passing each document pair
through stage S0 to obtain an enumerated set of
segment pairs T̄ ; we then reduced T̄ to T by re-
moving irrelevant segment pairs (see Section 2.1).
Next, we followed the relation recognition stage S1

in Section 3.2 to obtain the two groups of segment
pairs: T α

1 and T α
2 . From each of these two groups,

we randomly sampled 200 pairs for human annota-
tion as our evaluation sets. Likewise, we randomly
sampled 30,000 pairs from the rest of the revised
segment pairs (i.e., T α

1 ) as the training set for the
pseudo-labeling approach in Section 3.4.

4.3 Human Annotation

To evaluate the empirical effectiveness of the pro-
posed pipeline, we manually annotated the sam-
pled 400 segment pairs. For each segment pair
(r, t), we collected the labels of rationales from
three annotators. Specifically, the annotators were
to distinguish which words in each target segment t
to regard as important financial signals according
to the context of the corresponding reference seg-
ment r. That is, the words with positive labels

13https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Form_
10-K

14This setting follows most of the literature regarding tex-
tual analysis of financial reports.
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were to characterize the reference-to-target rela-
tionship or disclose extra information of interest,15

whereas the rest of the words in t were labeled as
negative. We further assessed the inter-rater relia-
bility of the three annotations with Fleiss’ κ (Fleiss,
1971). For simplicity, we treat the prediction for the
importance of each word in the target segment as in-
dependent classification tasks (containing roughly
12K words in the 400 evaluation pairs): for eval-
uation pairs from T α

1 , κ = 0.71; for those from
T α
2 , κ = 0.60. The training and evaluation sets are

described in Table 2(a), where Avg. |t| and Avg.
|r| are the average lengths of target and reference
segments, respectively, and Avg. #w+ and Avg.
#w− are the average numbers of words annotated
as positive and negative, respectively.

5 Experiments

5.1 Evaluation Datasets

FINAL We evaluated the highlighting perfor-
mance on the two evaluation sets with the human-
annotated ground truth (see Table 2(a)).

e-SNLIc We additionally evaluated the perfor-
mance on e-SNLI. Particularly, in this paper, we
used only the premise-to-hypothesis sentence pairs
labeled as contradiction (denoted as e-SNLIc) in
the test set of the e-SNLI dataset for evaluation (see
Table 2(b)).

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

Recall-sensitive metric In practice, financial
practitioners are usually concerned more about the
recall of the discovered signals than their precision
due to the high cost of missing signals. Accord-
ingly, we borrow the idea of R-precision (Buckley
and Voorhees, 2000), a metric from the information
retrieval field. In our case, R-precision (R-Prec)
is the precision at R, where R is the number of
annotated words in each target segment: if there
are r annotated words among the top-R predicted
words, then the R-precision is r/R.

Sequence agreement of word importance In
addition, we measure the agreement between the
predicted importance of words for each target seg-
ment (considered as a number sequence) and its
corresponding ground-truth sequence. Specifically,
we use the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC)
for evaluation.

15The annotation guidelines are provided in Appendix D.

# W.U.
Labeling FINAL e-SNLIc

P S R-Prec PCC R-Prec PCC

Zero-Shot
1 ✓ ✗ ✗ 0.7469 0.6067 0.8565 0.7555

Pseudo few-shot
2 ✗ ✓ ✗ 0.6968 0.6368 0.6302 0.5752

Domain-adaptive
3 ✓ ✓ ✗ 0.7160 0.6555 0.8475 0.7305
4 ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.7865∗ 0.7290∗ 0.8605 0.7566

Table 3: Highlighting performance

Note that for R-Prec, we use majority voting
to derive single ground-truth labels from the three
annotators, whereas for PCC, we take the mean
agreement of the three annotations as the ground
truth. Note also that neither of the above two met-
rics requires a hard threshold to determine the im-
portant words for evaluation. Whereas R-Prec con-
siders the words with the top-R highest predicted
probabilities, PCC directly leverages the predicted
probabilities of words as the importance of words
for calculation.

5.3 Compared Methods

Zero-shot We fine-tuned the BERT-base model
on the e-SNLIc training set with the binary to-
ken classification cross-entropy objective (See Sec-
tion 3.3 for details) and used this as a zero-shot
approach for financial signal highlighting.

Pseudo few-shot Instead of using e-SNLIc, we
fine-tuned the BERT-base model on the 30,000
revised segment pairs in T α

1 (see the “Train” data
in Table 2(a)) with the pseudo-label tokens (see
pseudo-labeling introduced in Section 3.4) and use
this as a pseudo few-shot approach.

Domain-adaptive Using the zero-shot highlight-
ing model as the initialization, we further per-
formed in-domain fine-tuning (see stage S+

2 in Sec-
tion 3.4) for domain adaptation.

5.4 Empirical Results

5.4.1 Main Results for Signal Highlighting

Performance on FINAL Table 3 tabulates the
highlighting performance under four conditions
(i.e., #1–#4), where W.U. denotes that e-SNLIc is
used for warm-up fine-tuning (i.e., the zero-shot
highlighting model), P and S denote pseudo and
soft labeling, respectively, and ’∗’ denotes statisti-
cal significance with respect to the performance of
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zero-shot learning (#1) under a paired t-test with
p < 0.05.

We first focus on the results of the main task on
FINAL, where the listed results are those evaluated
on the union of the two evaluation sets (including
400 segment pairs in total). As shown in the table,
the proposed domain-adaptive approach using both
pseudo and soft labeling techniques (i.e., condi-
tion #4) achieves the best R-Prec of 0.7865 and
PCC of 0.7290. In addition, from the performance
increase from condition #2 to #3, we observe that
warm-up fine-tuning (W.U.) plays an essential role
in financial signal highlighting. Similarly, soft la-
beling is also beneficial for our task, bringing a
10% performance improvement in both evaluation
metrics (by comparing the results of conditions #3
and #4). However, from the results of conditions #1
and #3, we observe that adopting pseudo-labeling
alone might not be helpful for this task, perhaps
because the pseudo-labels constructed by the pro-
posed heuristic approach (see Section 3.3) are too
aggressive for unimportant tokens, resulting in a
biased highlighting model. In sum, we offer two
main observations from Table 3.

• The proposed domain-adaptive fine-tuning
with pseudo and soft labeling is effective for
signal highlighting in financial reports.

• Warm-up fine-tuning and soft labeling are two
crucial components to constructing an effec-
tive domain-adaptive highlighting model.

Generalization ability between domains Ta-
ble 3 also lists the results on the e-SNLIc testing
data: only the model with condition #4 performs
on par with or even outperforms that with con-
dition #1 (i.e., zero-shot), showing that the high-
lighting model fine-tuned by the propose domain-
adaptive approach exhibits good generalizability.

5.4.2 Analyses on Different Types of
Relationships

To better understand the empirical advantages of
the domain-adaptive approach, we further inves-
tigate the highlighting performance for different
kinds of reference-to-target relations, T α

1 (revised)
and T α

2 (mismatched). Figure 2 compares the re-
sults of the zero-shot (#1) and domain-adaptive
(#4) methods in terms of two metrics. We here
focus on PCC, as R-precision considers only the
set of important words (i.e., labeled as positive)
instead of all the words in each target segment. In
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Figure 2: Highlighting effectiveness for different rela-
tions, including T α

1 and T α
2 with two evaluation metrics

the figure, we see that despite the significant PCC
improvements on both revised and mismatched
pairs, the benefit of domain adaptation on mis-
matched pairs is markedly greater than that on
revised pairs, yielding a PCC improvement of ap-
proximately 23%. Perhaps the important words in
the mismatched pairs are more uncertain, necessi-
tating intensive domain adaptation more than those
in the revised pairs. Note that we fine-tuned the
model on only 30,000 revised segment pairs in T α

1

for domain adaptation; however, the highlighting
results of mismatched pairs T α

2 exhibit more signif-
icant improvement. This suggests that the proposed
domain-adaptive approach addresses domain shift
and yields a superior ability to infer word impor-
tance even for unfamiliar (unseen) relationships
(See Appendix E also).

5.5 Ablation Studies

5.5.1 Impact of Referenced Sources

We first determined the impact of the reference seg-
ment, which is viewed as the context of a given
target segment in terms of discovering the financial
signals in the target segment. To this end, for each
reference-to-target pair (r, t), we substituted the
original reference segment r (i.e., the most syntac-
tically similar segment in the previous years’ doc-
ument Dℓ−1) for other text and constructed a few
variants of variant-to-target segment pairs for in-
ference using the highlighting model. Specifically,
we fixed the target segment but recast the BERT
contextualized representation of variant pairs as

• Empty: A single [PAD] token is used as the
reference segment (implying none in BERT);

• Same: The target segment is used as the refer-
ence segment;
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Reference settings
FINAL e-SNLIc

R-Prec PCC R-Prec PCC

Empty [PAD] 0.4834 0.4033 0.6553 0.5687
Same t 0.5108 0.3850 0.5697 0.4994
Random r̃ 0.5345 0.4582 0.5658 0.4628

Original r 0.7865 0.7290 0.8605 0.7566

Table 4: Impact of referenced knowledge sources

• Random: A randomly selected segment is
used as the reference segment.

In Table 4, the original setup significantly outper-
forms the other three settings in both FINAL and
e-SNLIc, showing that the knowledge provided by
the reference segments is critical for capturing im-
portant financial signals in the corresponding target
segment.

5.5.2 Effect of Lexicon-based labeling
Recall that in Section 3.4, we introduced a heuris-
tic pseudo-labeling approach that views all revised
words in target segment t as important words and
marks them as positive while we randomly sample
other words as negative words. We here test the
effect of additionally incorporating an external fi-
nancial lexicon for pseudo-labeling. Specifically,
we adopt the most representative financial senti-
ment lexicon—the Loughran–McDonald Master
Dictionary (Loughran and Mcdonald, 2011)—and
assume that in addition to the revised words in the
heuristic approach, the 3,872 sentiment words in
the dictionary also reveal important financial sig-
nals (i.e., are labeled as positive). Additionally, we
treat the 20K most frequently-occurring words, as
well as the standard stopwords, as negative words.

As shown in Table 5, surprisingly, adding the lex-
icon for pseudo-labeling does not improve perfor-
mance but instead worsens the highlighting results.
Although these financial sentiment words convey
important financial signals, they are globally im-
portant among all financial reports. However, this
characteristic precludes the use of the lexicon for
company-specific reference-to-target highlighting,
which is focused more on local relationships be-
tween a pair of segments.

6 Related Work

Research on financial report analysis has been on-
going for many years, with various studies utilizing
both textual and numerical features to identify sig-
nals in reports. For instance, some researchers

Pseudo-labeling
FINAL e-SNLIc

R-Prec PCC R-Prec PCC

Heuristic + Lexicon-based 0.6457 0.5774 0.6419 0.5847
+ Soft Label 0.6806 0.5932 0.8468 0.7261

Heuristic (#2) 0.6968 0.6368 0.6302 0.5752
+ Soft Label (#4) 0.7865 0.7290 0.8605 0.7566

Table 5: Different pseudo-labeling approaches

have used the relationship between tokens and
quantitative indicators from the financial market
to identify financial risks (e.g., Kogan et al., 2009;
Tsai and Wang, 2017; Lin et al., 2021). Others
have adapted unsupervised methods to recognize
information and classify risk factors in financial
reports (e.g., Huang and Li, 2011; Lin et al., 2011).
However, previous research has mostly focused on
risk factors in a global context rather than company-
specific signals, which is the focus of this study.

Recently, transformer-based language models
such as BERT, GPT-3, and T5 (Devlin et al., 2019;
Brown et al., 2020; Raffel et al., 2020) have made
significant strides in the summarization task. In
2020, Zmandar et al. (2021a) proposed the Finan-
cial Narrative Summarization shared task (FNS
2020), which aims to summarize annual UK reports.
While some methods for this task have achieved
satisfactory performance using ROUGE as a met-
ric (e.g., Zmandar et al., 2021b; Orzhenovskii,
2021; Gokhan et al., 2021), they have been crit-
icized for sometimes omitting essential signals un-
der a ROUGE-guided policy. Additionally, the sig-
nals discovered through these approaches are heav-
ily dependent on high-quality human-annotated
summaries, making it challenging to apply them in
real-world scenarios.

In the field of NLP, some research has focused
on developing rationalizing models related to the
concept of our highlighting model. For example,
Lei et al. (2016) proposed a method for learning
the rationale (words) to justify a model’s prediction
by selecting a subset of text inputs. More recently,
some studies have proposed methods that can ra-
tionalize the relationship of sentence pairs, such as
natural language inference (Jiang et al., 2021) and
query-document relevance (Kim et al., 2022). Ad-
ditionally, DeYoung et al. (2020) released a bench-
mark to facilitate the development of interpretable
NLP models with faithfulness.
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7 Conclusion

This paper addresses the task of identifying ratio-
nales as insightful financial signals between two
narrative financial reports in consecutive years. We
use the reference-to-target structure of financial re-
ports to develop a compare-and-contrast multistage
pipeline, comprising mainly of relation recognition
and signal highlighting stages. In particular, we
propose domain-adaptive learning strategies for the
financial signal highlighting task, including out-of-
domain warm-up and in-domain fine-tuning. Our
empirical results confirm the effectiveness of the
proposed approaches. We also present the newly
constructed FINAL dataset.

Some future works include (a) improving high-
lighting effectiveness by developing multitask
learning on large financial corpora as financial pre-
trained representations; (b) increasing efficiency
by integrating dense retrieval methods in the Rela-
tion Recognition stage; (c) analyzing broader rela-
tionships beyond the year-to-year ones (e.g., cross-
company); (d) identifying important words in both
reference segments and target segments (i.e., two-
way rationalization), which may provide a more
in-depth financial analysis. And we believe this
research can facilitate NLP techniques applied in
finance domain.

8 Limitations

We identify crucial financial signals in reports
which can help financial practitioners to digest long
financial documents efficiently. However, factors
such as macroeconomics, stock prices, and pub-
lic policies may affect how a financial practitioner
views financial reports in practice. Confidential
intelligence or social media may greatly affect the
analysis results. Therefore, we limit our task to
the scenario in which the content in the reports is
the sole information available to users. Accord-
ingly, to prevent bias in the annotation process, we
acquire annotations from annotators under similar
scenarios (graduate students majoring in account-
ing or other related fields) rather than from financial
professionals. In addition, language partially con-
strains our methods since the data we used in stage
S2 is in English; adding a machine translation mod-
ule may have sub-optimal effectiveness of financial
signal highlighting. This is mainly because the
financial signals highly depend on many language-
specific knowledge or country regulations.
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Figure 3: Domain-adaptive labeling

A Training Detail

All model fine-tuning and inference (in Section 5
and Section 5.5) were conducted on an NVIDIA
Tesla V100 32GB GPU. Each model fine-tuning
can be done within three hours. We also ran all of
the models with shared training settings, including
the number of training steps, optimizers, and token
batch sizes; we set other related training parameters
as the settings in Huggingface Trainer.16

B Hyperparameter Search

Recall that while the hyperparameter τ in Eq. (2)
controls the probability distribution of the word
importance, γ in Eq. (3) controls the impact of soft
labeling. Figure 3 shows the performance in terms
of R-Prec with different hyperparameter settings,
where the left panel shows the results of τ fixed
at 1 with γ ranging from 0 to 1, and the right panel
shows that of γ fixed at 0.1 with τ ranging from 0.1
to 2. In the left panel of the figure, on FINAL,
we see that solely adopting cross-entropy loss LCE

(γ = 1) is not effective for fine-tuning the signal
highlighting model, nor is adopting KL loss LKL

(γ = 0) (see Eq. (3)); γ = 0.1 achieves the best
R-Prec. These empirical results again validate the
effectiveness of the proposed soft labeling for our
highlighting task. In addition, we froze γ at 0.1
and experimented with different settings for the
temperature parameter τ , the results of which are
shown in the right panel of Figure 3, showing that
τ = 2 is the most effective setting. We thus set
our final hyperparameters to τ = 2 and γ = 0.1 to
yield the best performance.

C Empirical Thresholds

For the relation recognition procedure in S1 (see
Section 3.2 and Figure 4), we empirically set the

16https://huggingface.co/docs/
transformers/main_classes/trainer
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<latexit sha1_base64="BsKqJEKYly7R4X4AYPUqu8TC0l4=">AAACSHicbZDPahsxEMa1bpo/bto67bEXERNIerB3Q2hCewn00kshgTgJeF0zK4+9wpJWSLMBs+w79Gl6bc99g75Fb6W3yI4D+Tcg+PF9M8zoy6ySnuL4T9R4tvJ8dW19o/li8+Wr162tN+e+KJ3AnihU4S4z8KikwR5JUnhpHYLOFF5k089z/+IKnZeFOaOZxYGGiZFjKYCCNGy9r1Kn+VfpNZDIccRrvpsGzgWo6qwe7n+rUlA2h3pv2GrHnXhR/DEkS2izZZ0Mt6LVdFSIUqMhocD7fhJbGlTgSAqFdTMtPVoQU5hgP6ABjX5QLT5V852gjPi4cOEZ4gv17kQF2vuZzkLn/F7/0JuLT3n9ksZHg0oaWxIacbNoXCpOBZ8nxEfSoSA1CwDCyXArFzk4EBRyvLcFTakloa53eE5kP3a7gsB0Cjfp2umke2s3Q3LJw5wew/l+J/nQOTg9aB9/Wma4zt6xbbbLEnbIjtkXdsJ6TLDv7Af7yX5Fv6O/0b/o/01rI1rOvGX3qtG4BtqrsNc=</latexit>

Mismatched(T ↵
2 )

<latexit sha1_base64="uTp5RNKr7gQg5iDPutDVlJJGITo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBVUmkqOCm4MZlhb6gieVmOmmHTiZhZiLUEPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPHD9mVCrb/jZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unrl/0JFRIjBp44hFoueDJIxy0lZUMdKLBYHQZ6TrT25yv/tAhKQRb6lpTLwQRpwGFIPS0sA8ckNQYwwsbWX3qQssHkM2MKt2zZ7BWiZOQaqoQHNgfrnDCCch4QozkLLv2LHyUhCKYkayiptIEgOewIj0NeUQEumls/SZdaqVoRVEQj+urJn6eyOFUMpp6OvJPKtc9HLxP6+fqODKSymPE0U4nh8KEmapyMqrsIZUEKzYVBPAguqsFh6DAKx0YRVdgrP45WXSOa85F7X6Xb3auC7qKKNjdILOkIMuUQPdoiZqI4we0TN6RW/Gk/FivBsf89GSUewcoj8wPn8ALcWVrw==</latexit>T ↵

Figure 4: Relation recognition

thresholds ϵsyn = 0.6296 and ϵsem = 0.9011.
Both numbers are the 50 percentiles of the cor-
responding similarity scores calculated from the re-
duced segment pair set (T ). Note that, in this work,
we adopt a rule-based heuristic method for rec-
ognizing relations using similarity functions with
hard thresholds. We leave the exploration of other
similarity functions, thresholds, and approaches to
future work.

D Annotation Guidelines

For each segment pair, the annotators were to focus
on the semantic difference regarding the reference-
to-target relationship and annotate words in the
target segment as positive when the words were
considered important financial signals. The fol-
lowing guidelines were given for the annotators’
reference.

• Changes: Changing numbers or objects are
important signals in financial reports (e.g.,
sales, cost, partnership, products, etc.).

• Opposition: Descriptive phrases that indi-
cate distant semantic meanings (e.g., in-
creased/decreased, effective/ineffective, etc.).

• Precise: Labeling words with high confi-
dence as positive only (i.e., leaving ambiguous
words as negative).

• Extra information: Identifying new informa-
tion according to the context, for which the an-
notators considered the reference segment as
the context (e.g., new policy, canceled deals,
newly published products, etc.).

E Empirical Cases

In Table 6, we take few revised segment pairs (T α
1 )

and mismatched segment pairs (T α
2 ) as examples.

The underlined words are with the top-k highest
importance predicted by the proposed pipeline.
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(a) Empirical examples of the revised segment pair (T α
1 ) [ k = 5]

Reference segment Gross margin from manufacturing operations as a percentage of manufacturing revenues
increased to 27% for the year ended December 31, 2014, from 23% for the comparable prior year period.
Target segment Gross margin from manufacturing operations as a percentage of manufacturing revenues
decreased to 15% for the year ended December 31, 2016 from 23% for the comparable prior year period.

Reference segment We believe the increased sales achieved by our stores are the result of store growth and
the high levels of customer service provided by our well-trained and technically proficient Team Members,
superior inventory availability, including same day and over-night access to inventory in our regional distribution
centers, enhanced services and programs offered in our stores, a broader selection of product offerings in most
stores with a dynamic catalog system to identify and source parts, a targeted promotional and advertising effort
through a variety of media and localized promotional events, continued improvement in the merchandising
and store layouts of our stores, compensation programs for all store Team Members that provide incentives for
performance and our continued focus on serving both DIY and professional service provider customers.
Target segment We believe the increased sales achieved by our stores were the result of store growth, sales from
one additional day due to Leap Day for the year ended December 31, 2016, sales from the acquired 48 Bond
stores, the high levels of customer service provided by our well-trained and technically proficient Team Members,
superior inventory availability, including same day and over-night access to inventory in our regional distribution
centers, enhanced services and programs offered in our stores, a broader selection of product offerings in most
stores with a dynamic catalog system to identify and source parts, a targeted promotional and advertising effort
through a variety of media and localized promotional events, continued improvement in the merchandising
and store layouts of our stores, compensation programs for all store Team Members that provide incentives for
performance and our continued focus on serving both DIY and professional service provider customers.

Reference segment Cash provided by operating activities during the year ended December 31, 2013 was
primarily related to net income of $73.7 million and various non-cash add backs in operating activities and
changes in operating assets and liabilities.
Target segment Cash provided by operating activities during the year ended December 31, 2015 was primarily
related to net income of $47.4 million, $23.4 million loss from discontinued operations, in addition to other
non-cash add backs in operating activities and changes in operating assets and liabilities.

(b) Empirical examples of the mismatched segment pair (T α
2 ) [ k = 10]

Reference segment This increase of 1.0%, as a percentage of revenues, was primarily attributable to higher
compensation costs of 0.4% primarily related to higher wage rates, higher facility-related costs of 0.2% principally
from the expansion of U.S. facilities and lease termination costs in connection with the Fourth Quarter 2011 Exit
Plan, higher software maintenance of 0.2%, higher legal and professional fees of 0.1%, higher taxes of 0.1% and
higher other costs of 0.3%, partially offset by lower equipment and maintenance costs of 0.3%.
Target segment The decrease in Americas general and administrative expenses, as a percentage of revenues,
was primarily attributable to lower compensation costs of 0.6%, lower facility-related costs of 0.4% due to
rationalization of facilities, lower equipment and maintenance costs of 0.2% and lower other costs of 0.1%.

Reference segment The remaining capacity is expected to be placed into service in line with the expected
in-service date of the Sandpiper Project.
Target segment Three external parties filed motions requesting that the scoping process be re-opened or that
a comment period be established because of the issuance of the Consent Decree settling the Line 6B pipeline
crude oil release in Marshall, Michigan and the withdrawal of regulatory applications pending with the MNPUC
with respect to the Sandpiper Project discussed above.

Reference segment In December 2009, the FASB issued revised guidance related to the consolidation of variable
interest entities ( VIE ).
Target segment The Company assessed the accounting guidance related to the classification of the preferred
shares after the modification on March 31, 2011 and concluded that the preferred shares should be classified as
a mandatorily redeemable financial instrument, and presented as a liability on the consolidated balance sheet.

Table 6: Empirical cases in the FINAL evaluation set
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